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also says that lie was striving to elevate the status of the
Jews and to raise their condition (^j-$-^ J^* *5^?>-
The following anecdote, reported by Ibn al-Fuwati, is
particularly interesting: " Sa'd ad-Daula betook himself
to a height on which stood the mausoleum of Musa b. Jaefar ;
he visited his grave and took a copy of the Quran in order
to seek for a good omen.1 And he struck upon the verse,
* O you Children of Israel, we rescued you from your foe and
set you upon the right side of the mountain and sent the
manna and the quail to fall for you.* 2 Thereupon he rejoiced
and distributed a hundred dinars to the 'Alids and the
people."3 This " thereupon he rejoiced" is characteristic.,
and permits certain conclusions to be drawn as to his Jewish
feelings.4
Recognition and Criticism
TTis activities as Vizier and responsible director of the affairs
of the Empire are highly praised in all sources,5 and even
Wassaf says in his honour that Sa"d ad-Daula established
the administration on the bases of law and justice, that his
reforms led to the disappearance of oppression, robbery, and
thieving, that the finances of the state were consolidated and
that all the inhabitants benefited from his successful efforts.6
1	It was a common custom, at that period to seek for a *' sign." before
important decisions or events.  The use of a copy of the Qur'an and the visit
to a Muslim grave show the influence of his surroundings.
2	Sura, 20, 82,
5 Ibn al-Fmcati, p. 457.
*	Was it possibly in connection with this stidb.om.ancy from, the Qur'an
that Saed ad-Daula felt himself called upon to free his own community,
the Jews, from their foes ?   It is impossible to do more than ask whether
Saed ad-Daula furthered the great scheme of Abaqa and Arghun for freeing
the Holy Land from the Mameluks by a joint Mongol-Christian Crusade.
In any case, Arghun's plan could easily have meant an opportunity for
Jewry at that period, too.
5 Rashid ad-Din and Ibn al-Fuwati give very few details of Sa*d
ad-Daula's internal policy. Wassaf is more informative.
•	Was^af,    fol.   19S&-200&,   gives   the text of the  decree revising  the
judicial system (fol. 1986), as well as the decree concerning the security and
facilitation of the pilgrimage to Mecca (fol. 300a).     Sa'd ad-Daula also

